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HH44 
The stylish new HH44 is designed with a purpose in mind: electric 
power. Details like moving the helm station from the coach roof to 
make more space for solar panels have been drawn in to the boat’s 
very design, making the sailor’s experience onboard as clean and 
quiet as possible without compromising on luxury. Headroom 
clocks in at 6ft 4in in the hulls and 6ft 6in in the saloon, meaning 
that this boat has light and space to spare. When natural light isn’t 
available, changeable RGB lighting will ensure that this boat is both 
the place to party at any dock and also lit appropriately for night 
watches underway. Another key feature for the sailing experience 
is the curved daggerboards that provide impressive lift, giving the 
HH44 a close-hauled edge not often found on a cat. Five different 
interior color schemes are available as well as numerous feature 
options, like BBQ and dive tank storage. The boat is available in an 
Ocean Cruising or Sport Cruising model.

LOA 49ft 9in BEAM 23ft 6in DRAFT 5ft DISPLACEMENT 19,300lb SAIL AREA 
800ft2 (main) HH Catamarans, hhcatamarans.com

HH60 
A 60ft catamaran is a lot of of boat, and given the space avail-
able, HH has made no compromises. The king-sized berths are 
a testament to that. Two helm options are available, aft and 
forward, with the forward version allowing for lower boom and 
more sail area. The latter also makes way for optional tiller 
chairs aft, which is something you don’t see on many cats this 
size. Like the 44, C-shaped carbon daggerboards provide lift 
and performance, and it’s not hard to imagine seeing this boat 
on the Caribbean multihull racing circuit. In fact HH is part of an 
effort to develop a 60ft+ multi maxi class that this boat will be 
right at home in. Propulsion is from a parallel hybrid system HH 
is calling “EcoDrive,” which combines solar, hydro and diesel for 
fume-free motoring plus the peace of mind of a more traditional 
engine. As is the case on most big boats these days, options for 
colors and salon layouts abound. 

LOA 58ft 10in BEAM 26ft 6in DRAFT 6ft 4in (board up) DISPLACEMENT 
34,200lb SAIL AREA 1,500ft2 (main) HH Catamarans, hhcatamarans.com

NEEL 43 
Though the smallest of Neel’s trimarans, the Neel 43 is no less impressive than its bigger sisters. As with the rest of the Neel line, 
for example, the boat doesn’t lack for either accommodation or storage space, with eight berths (three doubles and two singles 
forward in each ama) and a large garage set low in the central hull for holding items like the engine, tanks and tools. Also like its 
predecessors, the 43 features what Neel calls its “cockloon,” a versatile living space that allows for free movement between the 
indoor and outdoor areas, all protected by an expansive hardtop. The hulls and deck are constructed of a vacuum-infused compos-
ite sandwich with carbon fiber reinforcements. A narrow central hull, svelte amas and a powerful rig promise the same sparkling 
performance Neel has long been known for.

LOA 43ft BEAM 24ft 6in DRAFT 4ft 11in DISPLACEMENT 18,000lb, SAIL AREA 1,096ft2 Neel Trimarans, neel-trimarans.com.com
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